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The topic of Book twelve is substance. The chapters in question deal 
with sensible substance, which is chan3eablc (1069 b. 3). There are three 
elements and principles invo lved in the change; these are matter, form, and 
privation (1070 b 17). These three are elements of perceptible bodies � 
changing, but change may also involve an external moving cause; this e��� 
ternal efficient cause is a principle, though not an element (or constituent) 
in the thing changed (b 23). Thus all three elements are principles,  al­
though not every principle is an element. The elucidation of this relation­
ship of principle to element was not possible in the first book of the 
Physics, since the clarification depends upon the definition of the four 
causes and these are not de:::ined until the second book. But with this ' " 
clarification we can see that the analysis of the elements of becoming is 
complete and coherent. 
Early in ��
·
ii, .1\ristotle mentions what we connnonly th:lnk of as 
elements uhen he writes 111By nature ' the animals and their parts exist, and 
the plants end the simple bodies (earth, fire, air, uater)" (192 b 9). This 
promisin:::; start does not,\ however, lead to analysis of the elements of body, 
The remaining books of the Physics consider further ques t ions having to do 
�ith change, These discuss�e rather technical considerations of such 
concep-::ions as causation, time, and place, and "the problems of the void and 
.of continua. By these means Aristotle works forward finally to the doctrine 
of the rotation of the heavens under the influence of the unmoved mover. 
There is here no fresh opportunity to elicit elements. Nevertheless, Aris­
totle does allude in passing to fire and air as elements· (iii. 5 204 b 13-17). 
I take this mention as an indication that he anticipated presenting the 
analysis which occurs in the first book o� De Caelo . WJ;lat the whole procedure 
.of the Physics illustrates, in regard to the.problem of elements, is that the 
quest for el ements is characteristically a fundamental step taken upon con­
fronting gross enti t ies met in ordinary experience. The Physics as a whole 
exhibits the plan announced at its beginning, of proce,�ing�what ·is .<. 
prior in the order of learning to what is prior in the order. of ·nature. 
D?- Caelo begins with the whole array of systeinatic princip les and theo­
retical conceptions arrived at in the Physics. Still it confronts one vast 
complex body given in ordinary experience: the whole perceptible cosmos. 
One of Aristotle's tasks now is to use the doctrines he has established to 
sort out the el��ents of body. So it is that the first book gives concen-
. trated attention to bodies a such. The analysis of body uses the conceptfon . . A 
of locomotion introduced in the fifth and subseauent books of the E._hysics . �' 
'and develops that conception further. 
Aristotle writes: 11the sum of physically constituted entities consists 
of (a) bodies and magnitudes, (b) beings possessed of body and magnitude, 
(c) the princ iples or causes of these beings " (268 a 4).5 Body is described 
as 11the only complete magnitude11 (a 23), completene ss following from the 
leading characteristic of body, tha t it is 11divisible in all ways" (a 7) or 
is '11completed by the number three" (b 26). This formula 11a. complete mag�i­
tude" is not to be taken as an identification of body with pure e:;�tension, 
A strictly mathematical entity would be an abstrac t notion rather than a real 
existent thin3 (278 al, and cf. 193 b 31). In o:rder to be GOmplete, body 
must have further characteristics i n  addition to pure magnitude. These are 
the principles, prop er ti es and motions mentioned in 268 a 6. Motion is of 
central importance to body, as it is to nature in general.6 All bodies can 
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the .doctrines .. of natural place and "natural motion that, were there more 
than one :wor,ld, the ·natural motions �f the 'bodies in each i:fould unify them 
into a single whole. , This· conclusion follov:ts from the 11assumptions about 
the ,motions of .simple bodies 1 namely· that they are limit.ed in number and that 
. each. of the elements. has a particular motion assigned to .it. Consequently 
�if the motions are the :same, the elements must also be the same wherever they 
.... are". (276 b 8).. The "assumptions�" are those established in the earlier 
chapters, where simple motion is associat_ed wi
th simple body • . . Here, as 
ea;-lier, �Aristotle '.s. examples are of the upward movement of fire and the 
dovmward movement of· earth (277 b -3). 
l'r�cisely how many bodies are ·elE!mentary� according to this analysis? 
Translators and co�entators seem-frequently to discover four sublunary elements 
as well as the superlunary body .  ·· Four passages have particul,ar b.earing on this 
question. They ,are 268 b 28, where-·simple body is associated with simple motion : 
269 b 29, which mentions air and water; 276 b 11, which asserts that if the 
motions are the same, the elements are the same; and 277 b 14, which describes 
(somewhat pb.s,c�rely) .the natural places of the elements� Let us. take them in 
. order. "'· . .  
Si�ple. bpdie.s "contain a principle''of natural motion, . iik� fi,re and earth 
a.nd their ki;tds ( -:rq< 'l't>Un.sv ttf 17 ) and other bodies of the same order ( �· 
:7°{':YE-Y:1)'.. Tl>&Tbt� ) " .  (268. b �8). Guthrie .. following Cornford, sugges�s �hat the 
1kinds11 are v:arieties within _each ·elemertt7 (stone and clay are varieties of 
earth).· "Other bodies of the same order"·is gerieral;ty taken to mean air and 
·water 
• .  But ne�d .we take them to.be elements properly speaking? ·There are 
on:ly three motions (270 b 30), and bodies whose motion is rectilinear must 
' - move e.ither �pw:ard or �downward. Heavy bodies move d0wnward, light upward, 
;' either" abs'olutely, or relatively;. thus 11air is light ·in comparison wit;h water, 
but water in. comparison with.earth" (269 b 29) • .  The inference is.not that 
water and air are equally elementary with earth and fire. Even tho.ugh light 
�1 ,, in relatiQ� f:O earth, Water is still: of the same order' as earth because its 
most· characteristic .motion is downw.Qrd, , As Aristotle writes at 276 b ll:J if 
the motions are the same, s.o must the elements be. Consequently, we must 
interpret the 'phrase "of the same order" to mean that· air i.s of the same order 
as fire (upward mov:i.ng) and water of the same order as earth _(downward moving). 
· We noticed earlier that Aristotle's division· of ·the elements of body is 
tied to h.is argument, that the cosmos is finite and unique. He use.s the doctrine 
·of proper place as a .tool with which to achieve both objectiyes. chapter :eight 
· ends with a pl!lssage which, hovrever. obscure . in relation to the question of the 
·uniqueness of 'the cosmos, �s quite definite about the number 9£ elements. 
11There are thre� corporeal ,elements, therefore there must be three natural places 
for them, one'around t,:he center for the element which 'sinks, a second (the outer­
most) for the revolving eleme_nt, and a third between them for the body of inter­
mediate n2ture "(277 b 14). Aristotle goes on to argue that the place between 
center and circumference belongs to the body which rises (to l Ti 1110 ,.\<X7 o v ) , 
and that it cannot be outside that pbce, since the cente r  belongs to the heavy 
body; and anyhow if. the rising ho4y were elsewhere, in· an urinaturar posHion, 
there·would have to be another body which had that position naturally • .  NC? such 
body exists • .  The_ difficutty oc�urs· in 277 b 19, with the clause T/) riiT/ yc.t �;:,!�ts 
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elementary qualities which provide a transition i n  explanation from the 
· 
elements of l�hvsics i. 6 and 1 to the elementary bodies of De C'aelo. The 
former, a sµbstratum and a cont ra riety of form and privation, eeemed at 
firs.t to have only the name 11elements11 in common with the bodies distiriguished 
by motion in the later book� But G_eperation and Corruption shows that where 
one s tudies things subject to becomi ng, the first set of clements can be 
shovm to be related to the second by the inseJ'tion of an intermediary set, the 
elements of perceptible qualities. These last do not constitute a set which 
is reaily different from the first set; what Aristotle has done is to specify 
which contrarieties.are the most primary in natural transformation. At the 
same time, Aristotle has not really denied the analysis produced in De caelo. 
There locomotion was the primary characteristic of elementary bodies, whereas 
in Generat:i.on and Corruption active and passive qualities are taken as elemen­
tary, weig,.11.t .and lightnes s  derived from them, and motion derived from neight 
and lightness. What is prior in one analysis is subsequent in the other; but 
priority can be asserted in different senses. Aristotle specif ied in· the 
Physics that locomotion is primary in nature, but it is the last of the 
changes of things that are subject to generation. Beginning from the 
phenomena, perceptible contraries come first; but absnlutely, motion is 
primary. Thus in Meteorol� Aristotle asserts that beneath the heavens is 
a matter wh i ch is potentially hot, cold, wet, or dry, but it only acquires 
these iiand any others consequent upon thesen as a result of motion and rest 
(3L: O b 15). The motion of the sun heats the region below H, C-!lusing the 
sequence of events which constitute generation an<l destruction of simple 
bodies; the progression o.f the sun produces the variations of primary per­
ceptible qualities which we perceive as seasons and as weather . 
In his studies of na.ture, Aristotle pursues a series of inquiries which 
are specifically di fferent, but all of which are connected. In these studies, 
he elicit s a series of sets of elements, each set being necessary to the 
investigation of which it is a fundamental step. None of the steps ca.n b'"' 
said to be abandoned :!.n favor of later ones. Even Aristotle's derivation of 
the four simple sublunary bodies in the fourth book of De Caelo does not 
entirely contradict his earlier analysis in terms of �pward �md cown�·�rd 
motion. It retains the main structure of that analysis, and works toward the 
investigation of the transmutation of bodies. Thus, in regard to the problem 
of elements, the last book of De Caelo is preliminary to Generation and 
Corrupt.ion.-
· ··- � -
Each of the sets of elements examined does discover primary constituents 
of an appropriate sort. Substratum, form, and privation are, as Aristotle 
insists, the most fundamental set for the study of generable objects. Bu·t 
the conception of the -whole of body re quires analysis in terms of the activity 
which belongs to indestructible body, and that is motion • .  The thorough 
analysis of generation requires not only the understanding of the princpal 
role played by the motion of the sun, but also, in its focus on seasonal 
change, an account of such perceptual qualities as pervasive sensaticn;s of. 
weather. The pr.inciples ·of eternal things· are eternal; of sensible thing,s, 
sensible (306 a 9). Yet eternal principles also operate'' in· the sensible wod·:L 
It is desirable to arrive at a theory of na t ure which works both on the wBy tc 
first princ iples and on the way back from f irst principles to perceptions. 
Notes 
11 have generally used the texts in the Loeb Classical 
Library, and have quoted from the translations of W. R. C. Guthrie, 
On the_!!.ea����' E. S. Forster, On CominJ>-To-]3e an<l Pas�ing-Away, 
and H. D. P. Lee, Meteorologi££_. I have also used the Hardie and 
Gaye translation of the fhysi!:!, and the rross t ranslat ion of the 
�.!..P?z�ic� in the Oxford edition. 
2see Dr. A. P� Bos' interesting study On the Elements (Assen, 
1973) .. 
".! 
-Rebert Sokolowski, "Matter, Elemen ts and Substance in Aristotle.:> 
}o'!,_r:_�8� of the Hi�tory of Philosophy vii.3. July, 1970, pp. 263-288 
is an especially helpful study. 
L� 
As ncomponent: suggests, elements usually function as matter; 




Were a magnitude immovable, it would be a mathematical object 
(De Caelo 305 a 26). 
7
Guthr1_·e1s no� ... e i·n On the Heavenm p 12 -
"' ' . . 
8
rbid, pp. 80-81n. 
9 The sole mention of elements is an allusion to Empedocles 
(295 a 30). 
10see Friedrich Solmsen, Aristotle's System of the Physical 
World, Cornell Studies in Classical Philosophy XXXIII (Ithaca, 1960), 
pp.'-283-4; cf also the interpretation of Simplicius 20, 10, quoted 
by Guthrie, Op. Git. p. 259n.: "fire and earth are more basic elcrn�nt;;: 
than are air and water. 
11 James w. Dye, in "Aristotle's Matter as a Sensible Principl::F 
(unpublished HS), p. 15, points out that although the matter which 
underlines a specific process of change is not directly observable, 
it can be "gotten out of11 the process by analyzing the steps of the 
tran:::formation in a way analogous to equntion - solving. 
